
SaveScientology.com
info@savescientology.com

September 22, 2011

Lawrence Heller 
Heller & Edwards
9454 Wilshire Blvd, Suite # 500
Beverly Hills, CA 90212

Sherman Lenske 
Stephen Lenske  
Lenske Lenske & Abramson
Warner Atrium, Suite # 315
6400 Canoga Ave
Woodland Hills, CA 91367

DEMAND FOR COMPLIANCE AUDIT
Re: RTC - CSI License Agreements & Ecclesiastical Authority of Scientology

Gentlemen:

This is a follow-up to our letters dated August 18, 2011 and September 7, 2011, the
contents of which we adopt and incorporate as though fully set forth herein.

We request that you invoke CST’s powers of oversight over RTC and (indirectly) CSI,
and hire a highly reputable audit firm and, as may be appropriate, a law firm to work in
liaison with the audit firm, and, where applicable, with persons trained in Scientology
technology, to conduct a “Compliance Audit” of CSI.  The audit firm, and, if applicable,
the law firm and Scientology technical advisers, should be wholly independent of David
Miscavige, and in the case of the lawyers engaged, independent of other Scientology
organizations and their lawyers.

We request that the following matters to be thoroughly investigated and the results,
along with any corrections and mechanisms put in place to ensure future independence
of the CSI, be publicly disclosed:

1.  Have the board members (trustees and general directors), officers, executive strata,
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and senior technical terminals read and understood the RTC - CSI license agreements?

2.  If not, this situation needs to be remedied, and a further inquiry made into who
is/are responsible for this failure.

3.  What is the actual practice of RTC with respect to CSI and the license agreements?  

Note: A general survey of Scientologists should be conducted as part of the
investigation into this area of inquiry.  

a.  Does/has RTC bypass/bypassed CSI or its members on ecclesiastical matters? 

b.  Does/has RTC supervise/supervised or manage/managed ecclesiastical
matters?

c.  Does/has RTC contact/had contact with Scientologists on ecclesiastical
matters?  (This includes, particularly, eligibility for Upper Levels.)

d. Does/has RTC manage/managed or otherwise involve/involved itself in the
functions and decisions of the International Justice Chief (IJC), which is a CSI
function, on matters of eligibility for Upper Levels and justice.

e.  What is/has been the role of David Miscavige, directly or indirectly, on IJC
matters?  Is it true, as has been alleged, that RTC and Miscavige in particular,
has a “black list” of persons arbitrarily denied eligibility?

f.  Has RTC, directly or indirectly by oversight or management of CSI members or
departments (such as OSA Int, IJC, etc.), involved itself in Scientology justice of
Scientologists? 

g.  For each survey response claim of injustices and arbitrary handlings by RTC
on ecclesiastical matters such as eligibility and justice, determine the merits of
the claims, the person(s) responsible, and make recommendations to CSI for
their repair, repeal or other remedies. 

h. Does/has RTC give/given notices to CSI of matters it determined are in need
of correction?  Or, rather, does/has RTC demand/demanded compliance? (List all
failures to give notices and determine the person(s) responsible.)

Note: As part of a remedy, if applicable, future notices should contain a notice
that CSI may, pursuant to the license agreement, dispute the RTC finding and has a
right to request arbitration of any dispute not resolved through communication.  The
notice should be in bold type in close proximity to the RTC demand for correction.
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4.  Has RTC relied on “standards for the nature and quality of all services
rendered under and in association with ” the license agreements other than:

A. “the Scientology Scriptures, as they exist upon the effective date of [the
agreements] and

B.  The “[a]dditional writing and recorded spoken words of LRH” that were added
to the Scientology Scriptures that “[came] into existence and [were] adopted by
CSI with the approval of RTC?

Notes: (1) A general survey of Scientologists should be conducted as part of the
investigation into this area of inquiry.  (2) This item should be viewed in the context of
specific allegations of alteration of Scientology Scriptures by RTC and David Miscavige
which will be covered in a subsequent letter.

A copy of this letter is sent to the persons listed below in the event that one or more of
them is currently a special director of CST, or knows who currently is.  A request is
made to all recipients of this letter to forward a copy of it to anyone they know, or can
readily determine, to be a special director.  The past and current special directors of
CST have legal liability and need to be informed of the contents of this letter
immediately.  And you may have liability for concealing from them this information.

Sincerely,

SaveScientology.com

cc: Kendrick Moxon
Helena Kobrin
Jeanne Gavigan
Moxon & Kobrin
3055 Wilshire Blvd #900
Los Angeles, CA 90010

cc: Monique Yingling
Zuckert Scoutt & Rasenberger, LLP
888 Seventeenth Street N.W., Suite # 700 
Washington, D.C. 20006

cc: Linda Hamel, CO OSA Int.
Hollywood Guarantee Building
6331 Hollywood Boulevard
Los Angeles, CA 90028
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